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Communications Toolkit for  
Healthcare Providers and Leaders

Canadian Patient Safety Week 
October 29 - November 2, 2018



CEO Letter

Social Media Messaging 
This section helps you promote the Not All Meds Get Along campaign using online 
tools such as prewritten tweets and Facebook messaging. Spread the word: Not All 
Meds Get Along.

More Ways to Engage in Social Media
Use this section to inform your staff of ways to communicate in your organization 
and through social media. All these items are available at www.asklistentalk.ca 
to download and share.

“Caption This” Comic Challenge
Medication Safety Quizzes
PATIENT Podcast Series
Medication Safety Webinar
Virtual Screening & Twitter Talk Event of “Falling Through the Cracks: Greg’s Story”

About the Canadian Patient Safety Institute and Canadian  
Patient Safety Week

Patient Safety Fact Sheet 
Print, distribute and share electronically to build awareness and shine a spotlight 
on patient safety in your organization and with your patients and their families.

Newsletter Article
A sample newsletter article to share with your communications team for inclusion in 
your local newsletter. Post it on your website and send it electronically to your staff.  
Fill in your organization’s name and run this article in the next issue of your 
newsletter.

Promotional Resources
Free digital resources to promote Canadian Patient Safety Week at your  
organization and on social media. Digital resources, including printable posters,  
social media images, and slides for Point of Sale and TV screens are available at  
www.asklistentalk.ca. Order free promotional tools like pens, stickers, buttons,  
large-scale posters and medication list notepads at www.asklistentalk.ca pay only 
shipping costs.

Free Digital Resources 

Free Promotional Packages* pay only shipping costs
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This toolkit contains all the information you need to communicate your Canadian Patient 
Safety Week (CPSW) activities to your stakeholders to help make patient safety a priority 
across Canada. CPSW takes place October 29th to November 2nd, 2018. Our goal is to reduce 
medication errors across Canada by prompting patients and healthcare professionals to seek 
medication reviews for at-risk populations.
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Dear Canadian Patient Safety Week Participant, 

Some Canadians might think we have the safest healthcare in the world. We have a significant way to go before we reach such a 
positive milestone. A July 2017 report from the Commonwealth Fund reveals that Canada’s healthcare performance record ranks 
9th out of 11 western countries; a score that includes quality and patient safety measures. Canadian Patient Safety Week (CPSW) 
is a national, annual campaign to inspire extraordinary improvement in patient safety and quality. Working together, thousands of 
healthcare professionals, patients, and families will spread the message to Ask. Listen.Talk. to create a safer healthcare system.  

I want to take this opportunity to personally thank each of you for your contributions to Canadian Patient Safety Week. I am excited 
to share with you that this year’s theme is focussing on medication safety with the goal of reducing medication errors across Canada. 
Each year, fifty percent of medications are taken incorrectly, and an estimated 37% of seniors in nine provinces receive a prescription 
for a drug that should not be taken by this population. The Not All Meds Get Along campaign encourages open dialogue between 
patients and healthcare professionals by prompting patients and healthcare professionals to seek medication reviews for at-risk 
populations and promoting the use of the 5 Questions to Ask About Your Medications. Many of the activities planned for CPSW 
encourage us to learn the 5 Questions and share them with our loved ones.  

Be sure to take full advantage of all the activities during Canadian Patient Safety Week: 

• Tune in to our second season of our award-winning PATIENT podcast series – a nonfiction medical drama about people 
trying to fix modern healthcare from the inside out.

• Be sure to register for our medication safety webinar to learn best practices on reducing inappropriate medication use 
and polypharmacy.   

• Test your medication safety knowledge and play the new medication safety quizzes for both patients and healthcare providers 
at asklistentalk.ca 

• Participate in the fun contest for Canadian Patient Safety Week – “Caption This” Comic Challenge. If you have an idea to caption our 
Not All Meds Get Along comic, I want you to share it with us at asklistentalk.ca

• Join us in the virtual screening & Twitter Talk Event of “Falling Through the Cracks: Greg’s Story.” Watch and interact with experts 
and colleagues across Canada about how to make healthcare safer.

This Communications Toolkit will help you promote and communicate your own CPSW activities, and it provides information on where 
to download digital resources and order promotional tools to make your CPSW a success! 

Check out the online resources at asklistentalk.ca and participate on social media. I would love to see what your organization 
is doing on social media. Tweet using the #asklistentalk and follow CPSI @Patient_Safety. 

Thank you for your commitment and dedication to ensuring patient safety is a top priority. Together, we can make our system safer. 

Yours in patient safety,

 

Chris Power 

CEO, Canadian Patient Safety Institute

CEO Letter
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Social Media Messaging 
Twitter

Get the ball rolling: get #asklistentalk trending on Twitter by using these suggested tweets with any of our free 
digital Not All Meds Get Along images. Copy the text and paste it into your Twitter posts, plus download the 
Not All Meds Get Along images from www.asklistentalk and include them in your posts to boost their visibility. 

Tweets you can use

Do your meds get along? Keeping a list of all your medications – not just prescription drugs but also over-the-counter and natural 
supplements - can reduce your risk of harmful drug interactions. Retweet as a reminder to keep a medication list.  
Follow #asklistentalk and share! 

Do you know if your patient’s meds get along? This year, I’m reminding other healthcare providers to ask this life-saving question 
before writing a new prescription. Retweet as a reminder to talk to your patients about ALL of their medications. #asklistentalk 
@Patient_Safety

Do you know if your patient’s meds get along? Before writing a new prescription, always remember to ask what other medications 
they’re taking so you can deprescribe as needed. Retweet as a reminder to talk to your patients about ALL of their medications. 
#asklistentalk 

Proper dialogue starts with proper communication. Use the 5 Questions to Ask About Your Medications when you talk 
to me or other healthcare providers about your medications. Find them at http://bit.ly/2K7lS7u #asklistentalk @ISMPCanada 
@Patient_Safety

We are celebrating Canadian Patient Safety Week with @Patient_Safety and encourage all Canadians – the public, 
healthcare providers and leaders – to become involved in making patient safety a priority. Follow #asklistentalk. 
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I am celebrating Canadian Patient Safety Week with @Patient_Safety. I encourage all Canadians – the public, healthcare providers 
and leaders – to become involved in making patient safety a priority. Follow #asklistentalk. Learn more at www.asklistentalk.ca 

We encourage patients and healthcare professionals to start a conversation. Use the 5 Questions to Ask About Your Medications 
when you talk with one another about medication safety issues. #asklistentalk www.asklistentalk.ca @Patient_Safety

Not All Meds Get Along. I use the 5 Questions to Ask About Your Medications when I talk to my doctor, nurse, or pharmacist 
about my medications http://bit.ly/2K7lS7u #asklistentalk 

71% of Canadian seniors are willing to stop a medication if their doctor says it is possible. If your patients are on 5 or more 
medications, start a conversation with them to review their meds. #asklistentalk

We, along with over 200 organizations have endorsed the 5 Questions to Ask About Your Medications. Has yours? 
Find out more at http://bit.ly/2KzgMBr #asklistentalk

We support the World Health Organization’s Medication Without Harm Global Challenge to rally the world around  
the notion that no one should be harmed by medications. http://bit.ly/2M0S02F #asklistentalk

Tweets your patients can use

Do your meds get along? This year, I’m making it my mission to remind my family and friends to ask this life-saving question. 
Retweet as a reminder to talk to your doctor about ALL of your medications, including over-the-counter and natural supplements 
#asklistentalk 

Do your meds get along? I keep a list of my medications – not just prescription drugs but also over-the-counter and natural 
supplements – to reduce the risk of harmful drug interactions. Retweet as a reminder to keep a medication list. #asklistentalk

Not All Meds Get Along. Review medications with your doctor, nurse or pharmacist, if you or a loved one is on 5 or more 
medications. #asklistentalk

Not All Meds Get Along. I use the 5 Questions to Ask About Your Medications when I talk to my doctor, nurse, or pharmacist 
about my medications http://bit.ly/2K7lS7u #asklistentalk

Facebook

Get the ball rolling: get #asklistentalk trending on Facebook by using these suggested posts with any of our free 
digital Not All Meds Get Along images. Tag us on your posts and we will share it. Copy the text and paste it into 
your Facebook posts, plus download the Not All Meds Get Along images from www.asklistentalk and include 
them in your posts to boost their visibility. 

Facebook posts you can use

Do your meds get along? Keeping a list of all your medications – not just prescription drugs but also over-the-counter and natural 
supplements - can reduce your risk of harmful drug interactions. Share as a reminder to talk to your healthcare provider about 
ALL of your medications. Follow #asklistentalk and share! www.asklistentalk.ca 

Do you know if your patient’s meds get along? It’s a life-saving question that all healthcare providers should be asking. This year, 
I’m making it my mission to remind other healthcare providers to always ask what other medications their patients are taking – 
including pills, patches and injectable drugs – before writing a new prescription. Share if you’ll make it YOUR mission to talk to your 
patients about all of their medications. #asklistentalk www.asklistentalk.ca 
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Do you know if your patient’s meds get along? Before I write or fill a new prescription, I always ask what other medications they’re 
taking – not just prescription drugs but also over-the-counter and natural supplements – so I can deprescribe as needed. Share as 
a reminder to talk to your patients about ALL of their medications. #asklistentalk www.asklistentalk.ca 

Not All Meds Get Along. Consider the risks of multiple medications. If you are – or someone you know is – on 5 OR MORE 
medications, ask for a medication review when your doctor starts, stops or changes any of your medications. Otherwise, ask 
your pharmacist for a medication review when you are having a new or existing prescription filled or if you are considering adding, 
removing or changing any non-prescription medications or supplements. www.asklistentalk.ca

Good healthcare starts with good communication. Why not start with 5 Questions to Ask About Your Medications? 
Find them at http://bit.ly/2K7lS7u #asklistentalk www.asklistentalk.ca

Not All Meds Get Along. Do you know what’s in your patient’s medicine cabinet? Before I start, stop or change a prescription, 
I always remember to ask what other prescription, over-the-counter, and natural supplements they are taking to reduce their risk 
of harmful drug interactions. Engage your patient in a discussion about deprescribing options and alternate therapies. 
www.asklistentalk.ca

We are celebrating Canadian Patient Safety Week and encourage all Canadians – the public, providers and leaders – to become 
involved in making patient safety a priority. Register at www.asklistentalk.ca. 

Do you know if your patient’s meds get along? This year, we are reminding healthcare providers to ask this life-saving question 
before writing a new prescription. Share as a reminder to talk to your patients about ALL of their medications. #asklistentalk 
www.asklistentalk.ca

We are proud to take part in Canadian Patient Safety Week. The theme this year is Not All Meds Get Along. If you or a loved one 
is on 5 or more medications talk to your Doctor, Nurse or Pharmacists about reviewing medications. Use the 5 Questions to Ask 
About Your Medications to guide your conversation. Find them at http://bit.ly/2K7lS7u Find out more about the Not All Meds 
Get Along campaign at www.asklistentalk.ca. #asklistentalk

We encourage governments across Canada to endorse and support the World Health Organization’s Medication Without 
Harm Global Challenge, which aims to reduce severe avoidable medication-related harm by 50% globally in the next 5 years, 
by protecting patients from harm arising from: high-risk situations, polypharmacy, and during transitions of care. 
www.asklistentalk.ca 

Facebook posts your patients can use

Do your meds get along? It’s a life-saving question that you should be asking. This year, I’m making it my mission to remind my 
family and friends to help reduce their risk of harmful drug interactions by talking to their doctor, nurse or pharmacist about their 
medications. Share as a reminder to talk to your healthcare provider about ALL of your medications, including over-the-counter 
and natural supplements. Learn more at www.asklistentalk.ca #asklistentalk 

Do your meds get along? I keep a list of my medications – not just prescription drugs but also over-the-counter and natural 
supplements – to reduce the risk of harmful drug interactions. Download a medication list template at http://bit.ly/2vXfkUj.  
Share as a reminder to talk to your healthcare provider about ALL your medications. 
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More Ways to Engage in Social Media 
“Caption This” Comic Challenge 

This year, we’re introducing a fun way 
to win great prizes! Use the Not All Meds 
Get Along image and write a caption 
for the illustration. We invite you and 
your staff to enter – and may 
the best caption win!

Visit www.asklistentalk.ca during Canadian Patient Safety Week to submit your comic. The only rule is that it must 
be clean and family friendly! All acceptable entries will be entered to win one of several prizes. The deadline to enter is 
12 pm MT on November 2, 2018. Winners will be chosen by draw and notified on November 5, 2018. Visit the website 
for full contest rules.

Medication Safety Quizzes

Canadian Patient Safety Week is putting you to the test. Take the Medication Safety quiz – one for healthcare providers 
and one for patients – at www.asklistentalk.ca. Test your knowledge as a healthcare provider or as a member of the 
public – or both! Find out what kind of patient or provider you really are.

PATIENT Podcast Series

CPSI is excited to launch the second season of our award-winning PATIENT Podcast series! Created for Canadian 
Patient Safety Week, the PATIENT podcast series explores medication safety through a non-fiction medical drama about 
people trying to fix modern healthcare from the inside out. PATIENT received a Bronze Award for Best Multi-Media 
Project at the prestigious Canadian Public Relations Society’s National Awards, plus an Award of Excellence from the 
International Association of Business Communicators. It was also the #2 medical podcast on iTunes during CPSW 2017!

For CPSW 2018, we are creating new podcasts. 
The second season of PATIENT will focus on medication safety 
and the dangers of multiple medications Be sure you and your 
staff listen to these informative podcasts by going 
to www.patientpodcastcanada.com during CPSW.
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Medication Safety Webinar

Join us on Monday, October 29 at 12:00pm ET for our CPSW Medication Safety webinar. Details on the presentations 
and speakers will be announced on www.asklistentalk.ca and emailed to CPSW registrants. 

Virtual Screening & Twitter Talk Event: 
“Falling Through the Cracks: Greg’s Story” 

Join the Canadian Patient Safety Week’s virtual screening & Twitter Talk Event of “Falling Through the Cracks: 
Greg’s Story” on November 2nd beginning at 10am MT/12 Noon ET. 

“Falling Through the Cracks: Greg’s Story” is a short film on Greg Price’s journey through the healthcare system. 
The film gives a glimpse of who Greg was and focuses on the events of his healthcare journey that ended in his 
unexpected and tragic death. In spite of the sadness of Greg’s story, the message of the film is intended to inspire 
positive change and improvement in the healthcare system. We believe this film will resonate with the healthcare 
providers and leaders and create a platform for further dialogue. 

Watch the movie trailer at www.asklistentalk.ca and learn more about the Greg’s Wings Project.

Watch and interact with experts and colleagues across Canada about how to make healthcare safer. The one-hour 
Twitter Talk during and following the film will be moderated by the Price family. Participating in Twitter chats can help 
you gain followers and influence others by sharing great insights. 

Stay tuned for more details to see who will be joining the conversation and remember to set up a Twitter account 
and follow @Patient_Safety and @GregsWings

Use www.tweetchat.com to make the experience easier.
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About Canadian Patient Safety Institute  
and Canadian Patient Safety Week
When you engage with the media, or if you would like more information about the Canadian Patient Safety Institute 
and Canadian Patient Safety Week, feel free to use the following resources:

Canadian Patient Safety Institute (CPSI)

• The Canadian Patient Safety Institute is the only national organization solely dedicated to reducing preventable harm and improving 
the safety of the Canadian healthcare system. It is a not-for-profit organization funded by Health Canada. 

• The Canadian Patient Safety Institute encourages all Canadians – the public, providers and leaders – to become involved in making 
patient safety a priority. Canadian Patient Safety Week runs this year from October 29 to November 2. 

• CPSI had introduced a bold new strategy called Patient Safety Right Now, which aims to reduce medication errors in Canada by 
50% over the next five years. 

• The work of CPSI could not happen without many partners. The medications safety tools promoted during CPSW 2018 were 
developed by top national safety and professional organizations, with input from patients and providers. 5 Questions to Ask About 
Your Medications is designed to help patients better understand their medications and prevent harm from medication errors.

Canadian Patient Safety Week (CPSW)

• Not All Meds Get Along. Medication errors can result in severe harm, disability and even death. Everyone has a role to play 
in medication safety. 

• CPSI’s mantra is Ask. Listen. Talk. This year’s Canadian Patient Safety Week theme is Not All Meds Get Along, prompting patients 
and healthcare professionals to initiate medication reviews for anyone on 5 or more medications.

• Canadian Patient Safety Week (CPSW) 2018 encourages patients and healthcare professionals to start conversations about the 
5 Questions to Ask About Your Medications and to talk with one another to increase awareness of medication safety issues.

• During CPSW, information about the best practices in patient safety are shared with healthcare professionals, patients and their 
families across Canada. 

• Much of the promotion of Canadian Patient Safety Week takes place digitally and on social media. Activities include online quizzes 
to test medication safety knowledge for both patients and providers, a medication safety webinar, a “caption this” comic challenge, 
a virtual screening & twitter talk of “Falling Through the Cracks: Greg’s story,” and new PATIENT podcasts.  

• CPSW registrants will have the first opportunity to listen to the second season of our award-winning podcast series, PATIENT. 

• Unsafe medication practices and medication errors are the leading cause of avoidable harm in health care systems across the world. 
Medication errors occur when weak medication systems and/or human factors such as fatigue, poor environmental conditions or 
staff shortages affect prescribing, transcribing, dispensing, administration and monitoring practices, which can result in severe harm, 
disability and even death. 

• Three quarters of Canadians surveyed are interested in learning how to keep safe in healthcare, with 8 in 10 saying they would 
like to receive this information from a healthcare provider. 

• 71% of Canadian seniors are willing to stop a medication if their doctor says it is possible. 

• Over 200 organizations have endorsed the 5 questions to Ask About Your Medications, has yours? To find out more: 
www.asklistentalk.ca

• The Canadian Patient Safety Institute supports the World Health Organization’s Medication Without Harm Global Challenge 
to rally the world around the notion that no one should be harmed by medications. 
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Patient Safety Fact Sheet
During Canadian Patient Safety Week (CPSW), it is important that your staff knows just how vital proper patient safety 
is and why safety errors should be taken seriously. These are the facts:

• An estimated 37% of seniors in nine provinces received a prescription for a drug that should not be taken by this population. 

• 2 out of 3 Canadians (66%) over the age of 65 take at least 5 different prescription medications. 1 out of 4 Canadians (27%) 
over the age of 65 take at least 10 different prescription medications. 

• In 2016, 1 in 143 Canadian seniors was hospitalized due to harmful effects of their medication.

• Preventable medication hospitalizations cost over $140 million CAD in direct and indirect healthcare expenditures, with lost 
productivity, including time off work, adding $12 million CAD in costs. 

• The number of drugs prescribed to seniors was the factor most responsible for hospitalizations related to adverse drug reactions 
(ADRs). Seniors prescribed 10 to 14 drug classes were over 5 times more likely to be hospitalized for an ADR than seniors 
prescribed between 1 and 4 drug classes, after controlling for other factors; seniors prescribed 15 or more different drug classes 
were 8 times more likely.

• Today in Canada every 17 minutes someone dies in a hospital from an adverse event. 1 out of 18 hospital visits results 
in preventable harm or even death. That’s about 31,000 people each year. 

• It’s no better in the community: up to 13% of people receiving home care experience a harmful adverse event like a fall 
or medication error. 

Newsletter Article
Not All Meds Get Along

Our mission. Your life-saving reminder.

[Insert the name of your organization] is proud to participate in Canadian Patient Safety Week 2018, taking place from 
October 29th to November 2nd. Along with the Canadian Patient Safety Institute (CPSI), we’re spreading the mission 
of ASK. LISTEN. TALK. [Insert the name of your organization] is helping CPSI with its mission of providing extraordinary 
improvements in patient safety.

This year’s Canadian Patient Safety Week theme is Not All Meds Get Along, prompting patients and healthcare 
professionals to initiate medication reviews for anyone on 5 or more medications. Medication errors can result in 
severe harm, disability and even death. Everyone has a role to play in medication safety. Canadian Patient Safety Week 
encourages patients and healthcare professionals to start a conversation: use the 5 Questions to Ask About Your 
Medications when you talk with one another about medication safety issues.

To keep you engaged about this year’s Canadian Patient Safety Week, CPSI is offering fun and exciting activities for 
everyone. These include the new Not All Meds Get Along “Caption This” comic challenge where you could win a prize, 
new Medication Safety quizzes for both patients and healthcare providers to test your knowledge, a virtual screening 
and Twitter Talk Event of “Falling Through the Cracks: Greg’s Story,” and new episodes of the award-winning PATIENT 
podcast for listeners to tune in and find out how people are trying to change the healthcare system from the inside out.

We look forward to celebrating Canadian Patient Safety Week with all our staff and patients. 
Together, we can make this year’s event a success!
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Promotional Resources
Free digital and promotional packages are available to be used to promote Canadian Patient Safety Week at your 
organization and through social media. Digital resources, including printable posters, social media images, and slides 
for Point of Sale and TV screens are available at www.asklistentalk.ca. Order free promotional tools like pens, stickers, 
buttons, large-scale posters and medication lists at www.asklistentalk.ca and pay only for shipping. 

Free Digital Resources: 
Download these resources from www.asklistentalk.ca 

• Printable posters

• Images for Social Media Posts

• Images for Point of Sale and TV Screens

• Image for “Caption This” Comic Challenge

Free Promotional Packages: 
Order your free promotional package at www.asklistentalk.ca. Add promotional items to your package 
if you like, or create a customized package (pay only for shipping). 

• Large scale posters

• Buttons and Stickers

• Medication List Notepads

• Pens

Sponsors
Canadian Patient Safety Institute would like to thank our Canadian Patient Safety Week sponsors 
for their generous support.
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